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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 178
pages. Original publisher: Golden, Colo. : National Renewable Energy Laboratory, March 2005. OCLC
Number: (OCoLC)60707954 Subject: Dwellings -- Energy conservation -- United States. Excerpt: . . .
Building Profiles The Building Profiles presented in this report are representative constructions
consisting of the following: A cross-sectional drawingBuilding science detailsClimate-specific
detailsField experience notes, and Material compatibility and substitutions. The Building Materials
Property Table This table lists nearly 50 of the most common building materials with performance
specifications, such as vapor permeability, that support the selection or the substitution of building
materials based on building science and overall performance of the envelope system. The first two
sets of guidance, Best Practices and Building Profiles, contain many links to other BSC technical
resources that BSC staff and production builder partners use for more detailed follow-up
instruction or explanation. Used in concert, the Houses That Work elements provide a
comprehensive and detailed technical resource on climate-specific residential construction. Our
New Hygro-Thermal Regions Climate-specific design and construction of high-performance homes
is a cornerstone of all BSC work. With BSC input, Building America recently modified the criteria
and North American climate map defining the...
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This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not charge an excessive amount of. Your
lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott Rem pel MD-- Elliott Rem pel MD

This book will be worth getting. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely basic way which is only
right after i finished reading this book through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Mr . Enr ico Lesch-- Mr . Enr ico Lesch
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